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QUESTION 1

You want to set up a last resort route and prevent route lookups in either the source-based routing table or the
destination-based routing table. What should you do? 

A. Disable SIBR and create a default route in the trust-vr table using the null interface as the outgoing interface with a
higher metric than other routes. 

B. Disable SIBR and create a default route in the trust-vr table using the null interface as the outgoing interface with a
lower metric than other routes. 

C. Enable SIBR and create a default route in the SIBR table using the null interface as the outgoing interface with a
higher metric than other routes. 

D. Enable SIBR and create a default route in the SIBR table using the null interface as the outgoing interface with a
lower metric than other routes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Referring to the exhibit, what does the log show? 

A. The device is using VIP. 

B. The device is using DIP ID 4. 

C. The device is using source NAT. 

D. The device is using destination NAT. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

The source IP of the outgoing packets is not the same as the destination IP of the incoming responses. 

 

QUESTION 3
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Referring to the exhibit, which three statements are true? (Choose three.) 

NS5200(M)-> get nsrp nsrp version: 2.0 cluster info: cluster iD. 1, namE. 5200 local unit iD. 8000208 active units
discovereD. index: 0, unit iD. 8014208, ctrl maC. 0010db000085, data maC. 0010db000086 index: 1, unit iD. 8337344,
ctrl maC. 0010db0000c5, data maC. 0010db0000c6 total number of units: 2 VSD group info: init hold timE. 5 heartbeat
lost thresholD. 3 heartbeat interval: 200(ms) master always exist: enabled group priority preempt holddown inelig master
PB other members 0 50 yes 45 no myself 8330044 total number of vsd groups: 1 Total iteration=
,time=878546093,max=4900,min=170,average=18 RTO mirror info: run time object synC. enabled ping session synC.
enabled coldstart sync done nsrp data packet forwarding is enabled nsrp link info: control channel: ha1 (ifnum: 5) maC.
0010db000085 statE. up data channel: ha2 (ifnum: 6) maC. 0010db000086 statE. up ha secondary path link not
available NSRP encryption: disabled NSRP authentication: disabled device based nsrp monitoring thresholD. 255,
weighted sum: 0, not failed device based nsrp monitor interfacE. ethernet2/1(weight 255, UP) ethernet2/3(weight 255,
UP) ethernet2/4(weight 255, UP) ethernet2/5(weight 255, UP) ethernet2/2 (weight 255, UP) device based nsrp monitor
zonE. device based nsrp track ip: (weight: 255, disabled) number of gratuitous arps: 4 (default) config synC. enabled
track ip: disabled 

A. This cluster is configured as an active/active cluster. 

B. RTO sync is enabled. 

C. No secondary path is configured. 

D. master-always-exists is enabled. 

E. Only one interface is used for both the control and data links. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which dynamic routing protocol does IPv6 use? 

A. RIP 

B. RIPng 

C. OSPFv2 

D. NHRP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two advantages for using the count parameter on a security policy? (Choose two.) 

A. to see any NAT traffic drops for that policy 

B. to see how many times users log in to the ScreenOS device 

C. to count the total number of bytes of traffic for that policy 

D. to see if the policy is temporarily not being used 
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Correct Answer: CD 
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